Snina meeting: Evaluation

5. Meeting people having different habits can be interesting... Name one thing you
experienced as being different/interesting.
Most common or significant answers





The food: Slovaks eat a lot of meat
Eating times
The food, the culture and the responsible one that they get to be.
The food was so different from what we are used to at home. It also seems that
everything there was much quieter there, no rush.
 There were horses in school
 The traditional dances

6. Have you encountered language difficulties? If so, how did you manage to make
yourself clear?
Most common or significant answers
 I used sign language and Google translator
 Sign language
 I think travelling makes you more open and accepted. Talking with a stranger forces
you to be nice and quickly change your mood and it's amazing that you can connect
with other people and all this helps improve your English.
 Yes, a bit with gestures.
 If you want to say something but you can't come up with a few words, try
formulating the sentence differently with words you know. And if it really doesn't
work, use a translator.
 I don't know English so my teachers translated when I asked for help

7. Think of yourself being 20 years older... ;-) What is it you will remember from this
Erasmus+ meeting?
Most common or significant answers
 The warm atmosphere, the lush nature
 My host family and the way the houses look
 I will remember the landscapes and their high mountains and above all the lovely
people who welcomed us.

 I came to know different ways of thinking, different cultures, and I met very nice
people
 Everything, the people from the other countries, what I learned about recycling, all.
 The beautiful sunshine... ;-)) (As the great atmosphere during working and being
together made it all look as if there was a bright sun!)
 The beautiful nature! But especially all the sweet and nice new people I have met.
We were such a close group. I hope that someday we will meet again in the future.
 How to recycle in Slovakia
 How nice the school was
 Erasmus is great and I will tell it to my children so they can do Erasmus as well.
 Working and having fun with new friends
 A wonderful week with gorgeous people and awesome landscape

